Exhibitor Sale of Weapons Agreement
I ________________________ (exhibitor), on behalf of _____________________ (business name), hereby
acknowledge that I have read, understand and agree to be bound by the terms and conditions related to
the display and sales of weapons contained in this agreement, the Winnipeg Comiccon Exhibitor Guide
and the Winnipeg Comiccon Weapons Policy.
Winnipeg Comiccon Weapon Classification
A prohibited/illegal weapon is a weapon that is not allowed to be possessed, displayed, or sold at the
event. These prohibited/illegal weapons are banned from Comiccon and must be immediately removed
from the convention centre. Comiccon reserves the right to notify law enforcement agencies of any illegal
weapons present at the event.
An inadmissible weapon is a non-prohibited (i.e., legal) weapon that has been examined by the weapons
master, or their designate, and is not permitted to be brought on to the convention site. A legal weapon
may still be considered an inadmissible weapon at Comiccon (e.g., a metal sword). The weapons must be
stored at weapons check or immediately removed from the convention.
An admissible weapon is a weapon that has been examined by the weapons master, or their designate,
and is permitted to be brought on to the convention site. A small identifying tag will be affixed to the
weapon to identify it as admissible.
I agree not to store, display, or sell prohibited/illegal weapons at the event site.
I agree not to sell inadmissible weapons to anyone under the age of 18, and to verify the age of any person
who purchases a weapon and who appears to be under the age of 18. I also agree to package inadmissible
weapons that have been purchased in an appropriate manner as approved by Winnipeg Comiccon.
I agree to fully explain to my customers that once the weapon is purchased and it has been properly
packaged (as per Winnipeg Comiccon policy), the customer is not to remove the item from the packaging
until they have left the event and the RBC Convention Centre property. If the customer Is caught with a
weapon that has been removed from its packaging, Winnipeg Comiccon reserves the right to confiscate
the weapon in question.
I agree that Winnipeg Comiccon reserves the right to classify weapons and to determine which weapons
can be displayed and/or sold at the convention.
If Winnipeg Comiccon (via the exhibition hall director, the weapons master or their designates),
determines that a weapon being stored, on display or for sale is a prohibited/illegal weapon, I will
immediately cease to display and/or sell the weapon and immediately remove it from the convention
centre.
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I understand that refusing to immediately remove all prohibited/illegal weapons from the convention
centre or being found to be selling prohibited/illegal weapons afterwards, may lead to my expulsion from
Winnipeg Comiccon. I understand that if an Exhibitor is expelled, they will not receive a refund, may forfeit
a refund if they have put down a deposit or fully paid for a space at another event, and, at the discretion
of Winnipeg Comiccon, may or may not be allowed to exhibit at future affiliated events.
I understand that by breaching this agreement or any Winnipeg Comiccon policy may result in corrective
action, up to and including immediate expulsion from Winnipeg Comiccon and any future affiliated events.

__________________________________
Signature of Exhibitor

__________________________________
Print name

__________________________________
Company name

__________________________________
City

__________________________________
Date

*

*

*
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